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Question: As GPE has a large existing portfolio, are you looking into documenting the existing construction materials 
within the buildings, and highlighting the opportunties of re-use?

Answer: [HELEN - Great Portland Estates] We are reviewing Circular Economy and Material passports to understand 
how this could work effectively. More specifically, we are already re-using some materials where appropriate e.g on a 
refurishment project we are seekign to re-use external stone on an internal wall.

Question: Do you think that in the short term once the Covid restrictions ease, there will be a lesser effort made by 
companies towards reducing carbon as often carbon saving measures can increase costs and many companies in the 
contruction industry are currently struggling financially?

Answer: [HELEN - Great Portland Estates] We all need to be mindful of potential forthcoming legislation and requiremnts 
that this may place on us. Additionally, this also reinforces why we all need to work together and especially with the 
supply chain to develop improved and alternative ways of working that do not necessarily result in a premium.

[SIMON - Targeting Zero] The perception that reducing carbon increases costs, comes from the fact that to reduce 
operational emissions you invariably need additional measures, eg extra insulation, a third sheet of glass, photovoltaics 
etc. In my view increasing overall resource efficiency, particularly through using material more efficiently and designing 
more durably should keep construction costs at least neutral, but certainly improve ‘in use’ maintenace and replacement 
costs. 

Question: How many projects have reported in line with RICS PS?

Answer: [SIMON - Targeting Zero] Don’t know, but an ever increasing amount. Many of the more enlighted and larger 
London developers routinely undertake assessments: GPE, British Land, Landsec, Derwent, Portman Estates, and others. 
Other organisations such as Warwick University, HS2, Google are also doing assessments. Assessments can be done 
directly using the RICS methodology, although this requires some practice, or by using one of several available tools, or 
many consultants and an increasing number of architects and engineers can do this for you.
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Question: Will we see mass adoption of offsetting schemes and can they deliver at the scale required?

Answer: [SIMON - Targeting Zero] Offsetting should be a last resort after all other measures have been attempted. 
Otherwise offsetting will almost certainly increase. 

Question: How is 3d printed concrete zero CO2? is it able to accomodate 100% fly ash or cement replacment?

Answer: [SIMON - Targeting Zero] I doubt it is zero CO2. Technically I cant see why it cant include cement subsitutes, but 
that is a question for the Concrete Centre. The benefits from 3D printing can be through redcing things like transport or 
shuttering impacts.

Question: Simon, with the suggestion that some are reporting against operational energy only, who will be monitoring 
or policing in the future?

Answer: [SIMON - Targeting Zero] I’m not sure I fully understand the question. If Ive got it right, then the question is who 
will police/monitor whole life carbon reporting going forward? At the moment the RICS makes it mandatory to use their 
methodology if you as a member wish to undertake an assessment, but there is no policing of results. It may well be that 
you have to rely on the the work being done by a professional with attendant responsibilities. This is probably one for the 
future.
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Question: Do you think that tall buildings can be net zero? Generlly the only options are efficency based, as they 
require huge volumes of steel and concrete.... Are theses buildings to impactful despite the floor plate saving....

Answer: [HELEN - Great Portland Estates] We believe they can be, variances in specification e.g load requirements and 
temperatures, alternative construction build up, grid arrangements, façade arrangements in the quantity of glazed v solid 
can all assist.

[SIMON - Targeting Zero] No they will never be embodied, or whole life ‘net zero’, without including offsets.


